
POC Refresher on Reflexing: FAQs on the POC Reflexing Process

Q 1: What is a reflex? 

A 1: A reflex is a way to generate another “action” within POC based upon a response to a question on an e-form or flowchart. A Reflex 
works mostly “behind the scenes” to do one of the following things: 

• Send an E-mail within CPSI Mail to another employee or department. Most generally the e-mail sent will be sent to a 
department, so that if a specific employee is on vacation, whoever is covering for them in that department will get the e-mail.  
NOTE: in order to receive the e-mail the receiver MUST be logged into their “home” department to which the e-mail is 
programmed to send the message.

 EX: if the e-mail is programmed to be sent to the Social Services Dept, unless the Social Worker is logged in 
under the Social Services Dept access they will not see the e-mail message. 

• Create a nursing order on the MedAct

• Generate an Order (this is not currently set-up in our system and will not be until physicians are on CPOE)

• Generate a charge for items tied to something being documented upon (NOTE: This is not currently set-up in the system, and 
won’t be until we have significantly improved documentation in other areas of the electronic system and are completing 
discharges and shift locks in a timely and consistent basis. This is a complex behind the scenes process and can significantly 
impact our “bottom line,” therefore when we will roll out the charging reflexes it will be a very carefully planned process and is 
likely to be implemented and perfected one dept at a time. This will likely be the last type of reflex we implement). 

Q 2: What is the purpose of a reflex? 

A 2: It is a way to automate certain actions. Generally they are used to:

• Improve communication between departments

• Help to close the loop in a process

• Save time by performing a function we may normally do through other means

o EX: if a reflex populates a Nursing Order on the MedAct based upon the response to a question on a screening 
assessment, it could save the nurse/unit secretary time in having to populate the nursing order on the MedAct. 
Or if it sends a referral to another department, based upon a screening assessment response, it could save a 
phone call to that dept. 

Q 3: What generates a reflex? 

A 3: Reflexes have to be programmed into the e-form or flowchart by the person who builds the e-form or flowchart (currently 
managed by the Informatics Department). This is a multi-step process, involving assessment, planning, and evaluation components in the 
building process. 

1. We carefully assess what is to be achieved by adding a reflex

2. We plan what type of reflex may best meet the need identified in the first step above, or if it can be met through the use of 
“reflexing” at all (some things cannot). 

3. The Informatics Department has to build the reflex and there are certain limits within the software in doing so, such as:  

a. length of a reflexed e-mail is limited to 4 lines of 50 characters each

b. character length (Reflex name: 30 characters,  MedAct entries: 70 characters, E-mail: 4 lines of 50 characters each)



c.  reflexes that create an order on the MedAct have to be built as items on the MedAct set-up first,  before they can be 
built as reflexes (see character limits for MedAct items in “b” above)

4. Once the reflex is built it then has to be attached to the individual and specific control that operates the question/response on an 
e-form or flowchart. 

5. Testing needs to be done to make sure the reflex works

6. Then the new version of the form, with its attached reflexes,  is made “LIVE”. It is only at this point that the reflex is available for 
use. 

7. On-going evaluation of reflexes, to make sure they are working properly, then occurs across the affected departments 

Q 4. How do I know a reflex is on a form or what it will do? 

A 4: On an e-form, if there are any reflexes attached to any questions on the form, you will get a warning when you first try to open 
the form. The warning will appear as a box on your screen, like in Figure 1 below. 

FIGURE 1

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you hit the “ABORT” button the e-form will not open. You must hit the “Display Electronic Form” button in order 
to open the e-form at this point. 

Once the form opens, you should proceed with answering questions and completing the form. When you have completed the form, 
you MUST hit the “Save and Exit” button on the POC Toolbar, if the form is an e-form. Once the form saves (takes 1-3 seconds 
generally) then you will get another warning message on the screen like the one in Figure 2 below. PLEASE NOTE: The “Display 
Electronic Form” button is now “ghosted out” and you have two choices----you MUST choose the “PROCESS REFLEX LIST” button in 
order for reflexes to be completed. If you choose “ABORT” you will lose the reflexing ability and no messages will be sent or nursing 
orders populated on your MedAct automatically. 

You MUST click on “PROCESS REFLEX LIST” here in 
order for your reflexes connected to the form to 
work. 

DO NOT HIT THE ABORT KEY. If you hit “ABORT” 
you will lose all reflexes connected to your pt’s 
form.  As you “process” the reflexes you will be 
given an opportunity to review the list of reflexes 
and omit any you don’t wish to use later in the 
“processing” 



 FIGURE 2

A 4 (cont). Once you click on “Process Reflex List” you will see a box with a list of reflexes that have been 
generated based on your responses to questions on the form you have just used. (see Figure 3 below for 
example).

FIGURE 3

At this point you can review which reflexes have been generated and decide whether or not to use those reflexes. As you will note in 
the example above, on the Right side of the box, there is a column marked “SEND” and in this example each of the four “REFLEXES” 



shown have a check mark in the “SEND” column. If I leave them checked, and hit the “SEND RESPONSES” button at the bottom right, 
then I am opting to keep all four reflexes. 

If I decide I DON’T want to use one or more reflexes in the list, then I need to “Un-check” by clicking on the check-mark in the “SEND” 
column for the reflex(es) I DON”T want to keep. 

FOR EXAMPLE: In Figure 3 above, If I didn’t want to create a MedAct Order to provide
 a reminder to  “Complete the Full Suicide Assessment” e-form for this patient, because 
I had already completed that e-form, then I could “Uncheck” that reflex and leave all
 the rest “checked”. 

Once you verify that you have all the reflexes you want to use “CHECKED,” then hit the “SEND RESPONSES” button. 

EXAMPLE FROM FIGURE 3 above: 

EXAMPLE:  
the reflexes above will do the following: 
(find the Reflex Label listed below in the 

“Reflex” Column in the screen shot above)

What it Will Do: 
(Look at the “Response” & “Description” Column for Clues)

Social Svcs: Suicide Risk (1st row) It will send an E-mail to Social Svcs on that pt saying the pt is at a Suicide Risk based on the Initial 
Screening Assessment for Suicide. The Social Worker will then know they need to follow-up on this 
pt. 

Social Svcs: Suicide Risk (2nd row) It will Create a MedAct Order saying “Consult Social Services” so subsequent nurses will know a 
referral was placed

Nur Remind: Comp Suicide Assess (3rd row) This is a reminder to Nursing in the form of a MedAct Order that says “Complete Full Suicide 
Assess”. If you see this, you should make sure you’ve completed the full Suicide Assessment. 

MedAct: Suicide Precautions (4th row) A MedAct order will be placed for “Suicide Precautions” 

A 4 (cont): Once you hit the “Send Responses” button you will then be taken through each reflex and given the 
opportunity (see Figure 4 below) to keep it or abort (AGAIN, IF YOU CHOOSE “ ABORT” YOU WILL LOSE THAT 
REFLEX). 

You will also be given the opportunity to associate the reflex with a problem on the “PROBLEM LIST” and attach 
a specific “DUE DATE and TIME” to that particular item if it is a MedAct order reflex. (see Figure 5 below). 

FIGURE 4



FIGURE 5

In this example, the user has chosen to connect a 
date/time range that starts on 4/10/12 & ends on 
4/11/12 @ 1700 with the intervention “Consult Social 
Services”. What will happen on the MedAct is an order 
stating “Consult Social Services” will populate under the 
“Consults” category on the MedAct. Beginning at 1100 
(8hrs before  the stop/date time specified) this item will 
turn “yellow” on the MedAct. And @ 1701 (because the 
stop date/time has been exceeded) it will turn “red” as a 
warning to the nurse. 

If a placed a checkmark in the “Associate with a 
Problem” box here. It would also associate this 
intervention with the problem I have highlighted, 
“Violence, Potential for: Self-directed (suicide risk)”






